
Delapre  Learning  Centre

Alton  Street

Off  Main  Road

Far Cotton

Northampton

NN4  8EN

23 March  2020

Dear  Parent/Guardian

At  this  difficult  time,  we  understand  that  students  who  were  planning  to sit  their  GCSEs

this  summer  will be particularly  anxious.  Therefore,  our  aim is to give  you  as much

information  as possible  regarding  the  systems  that  will  be put  in place.

Firstly,  can  I reassure  you  that  the  government  and  the  exam  regulating  body,  Ofqual,

are working  hard  to ensure  that  all opportunities  for  students  moving  to their  next

phase  of education  remain  available,  and that  students  will receive  a grade  that  fairly

reflects  the  work  they  have  put  in. There  will  also  be an option  to sit an exam  early  in

the  next  academic  year,  if students  wish  to. The  government  aims  to provide  grades

to students  before  the  end  of  July,  and  these  grades  will  be treated  exactly  the  same

as in previous  years,  therefore  will  be accepted  by  future  educational  establishments,

employees  etc.

Information  about  how  these  grades  will  be calculated  are  starting  to emerge  and are

currently  detailed  as follows:

*  Regulators  will develop  and set out a process  that  will provide  a calculated

grade  to each  student  which  reflects  their  performance  as fairly  as possible,

and will  work  with  exam  boards  to ensure  this  is consistently  applied  for  all

students.

*  Exam  boards  will  be asking  teachers,  who  know  their  students  well,  to submit

their  judgement  about  the grade  that  they  believe  the student  would  have

received  if exams  had  gone  ahead.

*  To produce  this,  teachers  will  be asked  to take  into  account  a range  of  evidence

and data  including  performance  on mock  exams  and non-exam  assessment.

Clear  guidance  on how  to do this  fairly  and  robustly  will  be provided  to schools

and colleges  soon.
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*  Exam  boards  will then combine  this information  with other  relevant  data,

including  prior  attainment,  and use  this information  to produce  a calculated

grade  for  each  student,  which  will  be a best  assessment  of  the  work  they  have

put  in.

*  Regulators  and exam  boards  will be discussing  with  teachers'  representatives

before  finalising  the approach,  to ensure  that  it's as fair  as possible.  More

information  will  be provided  as soon  as possible.

*  Exam  boards  will also  aim to ensure  that  the distribution  of grades  follows  a

similar  pattern  to that in other  years,  so that  this year's  students  aren't

disadvantaged.

*  Students  will be able  to appeal  their  grades  if they  don't  believe  the right

process  has  been  followed.

We  will  continue  to inform  you  of  any  further  information  as and  when  we receive

it. I would  like  to thank  you  all for  your  support  and kind  words  shared  over  these

challenging  few  days.  Your  children  have  all been  a credit  to you and have

remained  calm  and  sensible  in very  unsettled  times.

Yours  sincerely

C.,'=t-k
Cath  Kitchen

Headteacher


